Because wind power spillage is barely considered, the existing robust unit commitment cannot accurately analyze the impacts of wind power accommodation on on/off schedules and spinning reserve requirements of conventional generators and cannot consider the network security limits. In this regard, a novel double-level robust security-constrained unit commitment formulation with optimizable interval of uncertain wind power output is firstly proposed in this paper to obtain allowable interval solutions for wind power generation and provide the optimal schedules for conventional generators to cope with the uncertainty in wind power generation. The proposed double-level model is difficult to be solved because of the invalid dual transform in solution process caused by the coupling relation between the discrete and continuous variables. Therefore, a two-stage iterative solution method based on Benders Decomposition is also presented. The proposed double-level model is transformed into a single-level and twostage robust interval unit commitment model by eliminating the coupling relation, and then this two-stage model can be solved by Benders Decomposition iteratively. Simulation studies on a modified IEEE 26-generator reliability test system connected to a wind farm are conducted to verify the effectiveness and advantages of the proposed model and solution method.
Introduction
At present, the variability, limited predictability, and antipeaking regulation inherent in wind power have created significant challenge to power systems operation with high wind power penetration [1, 2] . Unit commitment (UC), one of the most crucial processes in power systems schedule and operation, has been evolved from deterministic formulation into uncertainty formulation [3] [4] [5] [6] to cope with uncertainties in wind power generation and load. In the stochastic UC model, the uncertainty of wind power is represented by numerous scenarios of possible wind power output which are often required to ensure the quality of the UC solution. Hence, the limitation with stochastic UC is that the UC problem size and computational requirement increased with the number of scenarios. Another drawback of stochastic UC is that the scenario generation method usually creates all scenarios based on certain probabilistic distribution assumption without specifying what scenarios can represent the ramp events. However, the probabilistic distribution of the uncertainty parameters is difficult to be acquired in its real world applications.
Robust optimization [7, 8] is an alternative uncertainty method to account for the uncertain parameters in optimization problems. Because the bounded uncertainty set considered in robust optimization method with a high solving efficiency is easy to be obtained in reality and the robust optimization strategies can consider the worst case to guarantee the security of power systems operation under all possible scenarios within a given uncertainty set, the robust optimization method applied to UC with uncertain wind power output has become the current research hotspots [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . A contingency-constrained UC with an -security criterion based on robust optimization is proposed in [9] , 2 Mathematical Problems in Engineering where a single-level equivalent robust counterpart of the original problem is formulated. Bertsimas et al. [10] and Jiang et al. [11] , respectively, propose a two-stage adaptive robust UC model with adjustable uncertainty budget to reduce the conservativeness of conventional robust optimization. Hu et al. [12] proposes an effective method to acquire robust solutions to the security-constrained UC (SCUC) problem, which takes wind and load uncertainties into account via interval numbers. Based on [11] , the uncertainty in demand response is involved in [13] and it assumes that the priceelastic demand curve is also varying within a given range to develop a multistage robust UC model. In [14] , a new concept recourse cost defining the upper bound of redispatch cost when uncertainties are revealed is proposed to reduce the conservativeness of robust optimization. All these works [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] indicate that robust optimization can ensure system security under the worst-case scenario, and, therefore, it is an effective approach for solving optimization problems with uncertainties.
However, in the existing works [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] , the robust optimization approaches applied to solve UC problem mainly focus on the adjustment of conservativeness of uncertain parameters including wind power output and load as well as demand response. Wind power spillage which is also called "wind power curtailment" is rarely considered in these robust UC models which have a premise that wind power generation can be completely accommodated no matter how much wind power output and its uncertainty are. As is known, in order to more accurately analyze the impacts of wind power accommodation on on/off schedules and spinning reserve requirements of conventional generators and consider the transmission capacity limits, it is necessary to treat the boundaries of wind power prediction interval as the optimizable decision variables and not merely uncertain parameters in robust UC models to determine the optimal wind power accommodation amount [15] .
Therefore, based on a given wind power prediction interval, this paper first proposes a novel double-level robust SCUC problem formulation with optimizable interval of uncertain wind power output. In the proposed model, the boundaries of wind power prediction interval are treated as the optimizable decision variables. And the lower optimization model in the proposed double-level model contains the minimum or maximization formulation which represents the worst-case scenarios for the spinning reserve constraints and the transmission flow constraints. By shrinking the wind power prediction interval, this proposed model can curtail wind power to balance the dispatch cost of conventional generators and dispatch infeasibility penalty cost for wind farms, which is beneficial for mitigating the uncertainty of wind power, especially when the spinning reserve or the capacity of transmission lines is not enough. Furthermore, based on the optimal allowable wind power output interval sent from the operator of dispatch center, the wind farm could make the wind turbines be in the maximum power point tracking operation mode within allowable interval according to the actual wind speed condition to maximize the use of wind energy.
In addition, due to the invalid dual transform in solution process caused by the coupling relation between the discrete and continuous variables, such as the on/off schedules and power output of conventional generators, the proposed model is difficult to be solved and hence this paper proposes a two-stage iterative solution method based on Benders Decomposition (BD). Specifically, the discrete and continuous variables are regarded as the first and the second-stage decision variables, respectively, to eliminate the coupling relation between the discrete and continuous variables, and then the proposed double-level robust interval SCUC problem formulation can be transformed into a single-level and twostage model which can be solved iteratively by BD algorithm.
The remainder of this paper is laid out as follows. First of all, Section 2 describes the double-level robust SCUC model with optimizable interval of uncertain wind power output. Then, the procedure of two-stage iterative solution method based on BD is given in Section 3. In Section 4, the case studies and simulation results analysis are presented. At last, in Section 5, main conclusions are summarized.
Double-Level Robust SCUC Model with
Optimizable Interval of Uncertain Wind Power Output
Objective Function.
The double-level robust interval SCUC model determines the allowable wind power generation interval from system security and economy points of view. The objective function involves two parts: the dispatch cost of conventional generators and the penalty cost of possible wind power spillage over all schedule periods. The dispatch cost contains the fuel cost, start-up and shut-down cost, and spinning reserve cost of generators. The penalty cost of wind power spillage can be expressed to be proportional to the magnitude of the difference between the wind power prediction interval and the allowable wind power output interval to maximize the wind power utilization [16] . Thus, the objective function of proposed UC model is defined as
where is the number of time periods in the schedule horizon; the fuel cost of conventional generators is usually expressed as a piecewise linearization of quadratic convex function, and are the number of conventional generators and the segment number of piecewise linearized function, respectively; NW is the number of wind farms; and min, are cost slope of segment and minimum fuel cost, respectively, of generator , and meets 1 ≤ 2 ≤ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ≤ ; is the power output of generator in segment during period ; denoting the on/off schedule of generator during period is a binary variable; u and d are up-and downspinning reserve amounts of generator , respectively; ru, and rd, are the up-and down-spinning reserve cost coefficients of generator , respectively; su, and sd, are the start-up and shut-down cost coefficients of generator , respectively; w , w ,̂w , and̂w are the upper/lower limits of wind power prediction interval and the upper/lower limits of allowable wind power output interval for wind farm , respectively; is the penalty coefficient of the upper/lower limit deviation of wind power output interval for wind farm .
Constraints

Power Balance Constraint
where is the number of load buses; f, is the predicted load of bus during period ; and min, are the power output during period and the minimum power output of generator , respectively; w is the most economic power output for wind farm during period .
The Upper and Lower Limits for the Power Output of Conventional Generators
. . .
where min, , g,1 , g,2 , . . . , g,( −1) , and max, are the power points, respectively, of linearized power output interval [ min, , max, ]of generator .
The Minimum On/Off Schedule Time Constraints of Conventional Generators.
is introduced to show the ontime of generator needed to be maintained at the initial schedule period, and can be calculated as
where on min, is the minimum up-time of generator ; on 0
is the on-time of generator at the initial schedule period; 0 denotes the on/off schedule of generator at the initial schedule period. If the generator needs shut-down, it must meet the minimum up-time as long as it is in on schedule, and hence this constraint can be listed as follows:
where a binary variable is introduced to judge whether the generator is in the start-up process during period .
Similarly, is introduced to show the off-time of generator needed to be maintained at the initial schedule period, and can be calculated as
where off min, is the minimum down-time of generator ; off 0 is the off-time of generator at the initial schedule period. If the generator needs start-up, it must meet the minimum downtime as long as it is in off schedule, and hence this constraint can be listed as follows:
= 0 ( = 1, 2, . . . , ) ,
where a binary variable is introduced to judge whether the generator is in the shut-down process during period . , , and satisfy
In addition, the start-up cost and shut-down cost of generator in the objective function (1) can be linearized to su, and sd, , respectively.
Spinning Reserve Constraints of
Conventional Generators
where u and d are the ramp-up and ramp-down rates of generator , respectively; Δ is the time resolution of per schedule period.
The spinning reserve constraint violation of conventional generator may cause wind power spillage. From the dynamic response ability of systems, wind power output mutation can lead to the decrease of adjustable capacity of generators. When the adjustable capacity of systems is smaller, the security level of systems is lower, and this scenario will be worse. Therefore, the worst-case scenarios for the spinning reserve constraints should be satisfied to guarantee the system security, which can be formulated as (10)- (13):
where W is the set of wind farms; u and d are upand down-spinning reserve, respectively, supplied by systems under the worst-case scenario during period ;
w,1 and w,2 are the power output of wind farm under the worst-case scenario for the up-and down-spinning reserve constraints, respectively, during period ; u min, and d min, are the minimum up-and down-spinning reserve requirements of systems, respectively, during period .
Ramp-Rate Limits for Conventional Generators.
From the dynamic response ability of systems, the ramp-rate limits for conventional generators under the worst-case scenario can be formulated as follows:
where Δ u and Δ d are up and down power generation adjusting amounts for generator under the worst-case scenarios (10) and (12) , respectively, during period . The generators may be in off schedule in UC during periods − 1 and ; hence it assumes in (18) and (19) that the power output of generator will reach the minimum value once the generator starts up and the power output of generator is required to be the minimum value before it shuts down.
Transmission Flow Constraints.
The transmission flow constraints violation may also lead to wind power spillage. From the network security, the wind power output boundary value will result in the maximum load rate of transmission line achieved. When the load rate of transmission line is higher, the security level of systems is lower, and this scenario will be worse. Therefore, the worst-case scenarios for the transmission flow constraints should be satisfied to guarantee the network security, which can be formulated as follows:
where is the number of buses; is the number of transmission lines; referring to [17] is power transfer distribution factor of bus to line ; ∧ , ∧ , and ∧ represent the generator , wind farm , and load connected to bus , respectively; + and − are the maximum positive and negative power flows of line during period ; w,3 and w,4 are the decision variables of power output of wind farm under the worst-case scenario for the positive and negative transmission flow constraint;
is the capacity limit of line .
Allowable Wind Power Output Interval Constraintŝ
The upper limits of the maximum allowable wind power output interval must be lower than the upper limits of wind power prediction interval for every wind farm. Meantime, the lower limits of maximum allowable wind power output Mathematical Problems in Engineering 5 interval must be smaller than or equal to the lower limits of wind power prediction interval for practical generation schedule.
Two-Stage Iterative Solution Method Based on BD Algorithm
Because the lower optimization models (10), (12), (20) , and (21) contain the minimum or maximization formulation, the double-level robust interval SCUC model described in Section 2 cannot be solved efficiently. By the equivalent transformation of the minimum and maximization expressions based on linear duality theory [18] , the double-level model needs to be transformed into a single-level model to be solved. However, due to the coupling relation between the continuous variables and the discrete variables of generator schedule in the upper and lower models, the upper model requirements for the lower model are not merely the maximum and minimum power generation capacity constraints. Therefore, the original duality transformation of the two-level model to a single-level model applied to economic dispatch will be invalid in the UC, and the corresponding double-level interval SCUC model is difficult to be solved. For this reason, in this section, firstly, the discrete variables are regarded as the first-stage decision variables, and the continuous variables are regarded as the second-stage decision variables to eliminate the decouple relationship between the discrete and continuous variables. Then according to the linear duality theory, the double-level robust interval SCUC model described in Section 2 can be transformed into an equivalent single-level and two-stage robust interval SCUC model. Finally, the two-stage SCUC model can be solved iteratively by BD algorithm.
Construction of a Single-Level and Two-Stage Robust
Interval SCUC Model. In order to facilitate the description of the establishment process of the two-stage robust interval SCUC model and the solution method based on BD algorithm, firstly, the double-level model in a compact form is described as follows: 
where (23) is the objective function of the upper model, where x is the column vector of decision variables composed of the discrete variables , , and , y is the column vector of decision variables composed of the continuous variables , (5) and (7)- (8), Hy ≤ h represents (16), (17), and (22), Ax + By ≤ m represents (3), (9), (18), and (19), Ix + Jy = n represents (2); the extremal problem min y (Cx + Dy) = Ky of the lower model represents (10), (12), (14), and (15), min y (Mx + Ny) ≥ k represents (10)- (13), (20) , and (21) The specific construction process of the single-level and two-stage robust interval SCUC model can be described as follows.
Step 1. The discrete variable vector x is regarded as the firststage decision variable, and the continuous variable vector y is regarded as the second-stage decision variable. Then the double-level models (23) and (24) can be equivalent to the double-level and two-stage models (25)-(26) 
Step 2. In the second-stage model min y∈Ω(x) b T y, x is a given vector, and min y∈Ω(x) b T y can be regarded as a double-level robust interval economic dispatch model which cannot be solved directly due to the coupling relationship between the upper and lower model. However, according to a linear duality theory, from the goal of minimizing b T y in the upper model, the constrained extremal problem in the lower model Ω(x) can be equivalent to the duality problem of the lower model. Hence, the double-level optimization model can be transformed to a single-level model to be solved. In the constraint conditions of the lower models (10), (12) , (20) , and (21) The lower optimization models (10), (12), (20) , and (21) are, respectively, substituted by the corresponding duality problem to ensure that the dual objective function of the lower optimization model is the upper or lower bound of the original optimization model. Before the duality transformation, the decision variables of the lower optimization model are 1 , 2 , 3 and 4 . Correspondingly, after the duality transformation the duality variables are , , , and , respectively, and the duality model can be formulated as
(30)
The general form of this transformation based on linear duality theory is given in Appendix.
Step 3.
u and d in (14) and (15) are substituted by the left side term in (27) and (28) 
where z is the column vector of decision variables composed of the continuous variables ,̂w ,̂w ,
, , , and ; Lz ≤ l denotes the second constraints of (16), (17), (22) , and (27)-(30); Px + Sz ≤ p denotes the first constraints of (3), (9), (18), (19) , and (27)-(30); Wx + Vz = w denotes (2), (14), and (15); L, P, S, W, and V are coefficient matrixes; l, p, and w are coefficient column vectors.
Finally the single-level and two-stage robust interval SCUC model equivalent to the original double-level models (23) and (24) can be obtained:
s.t. Fx ≤ f, Ex = e, x ∈ {0, 1} .
(32)
Procedure of the Two-Stage Iterative Solution Method
Based on BD Algorithm. The duality subproblem of the second-stage optimal subproblem min z∈Ω (x) b T z in the twostage robust interval SCUC model (32) is max , ,
where the variables , , and are the duality variables of the variable z. The feasible solution set (34) of the duality subproblem is independent of the discrete variable x, and, based on the duality theory, the two-stage robust interval SCUC model can be expressed as
The pole set and the polar direction set of the feasible solution set (34) for the Benders subproblem are H P and H R , respectively. Introduce the relaxed variable , and construct the Benders main problem of the two-stage robust interval SCUC model (35) which can be described as follows:
s.t. Fx ≤ f, Ex = e, x ∈ {0, 1} (37) where (38) and (39) are the Benders optimality and feasibility cutting planes, respectively, connecting the master problem and subproblem.
Referring to [19, 20] , the flow chart of the solution method based on BD is shown in Figure 1 . Initialization firstly: set the iteration count = 1, the given initial upper bound B and lower bound B , the convergence tolerance > 0, H P = 0, and H R = 0; construct a feasible solution x 0 . The detailed procedure of the solution method based on BD can be listed as follows.
Step 1. x −1 is added to the Benders subproblem (33) and (34) which is a linear programming problem, and the results can be divided into the following three situations.
Case 1.
If the subproblem has infeasibility solution, the algorithm terminates.
Case 2.
If the subproblem has an unbounded optimal value, it can obtain a polar direction ( , , ) and continues the next step.
Case 3.
If the subproblem has an optimal value, it can get a pole ( , , ). Use this value to update the upper bound
T and execute the next step.
Step 2. The pole or polar direction obtained in Step 1 is added to the constraint conditions H P and H R of the benders master problem. The relaxed benders master problem (36)-(40) is a mixed integer linear programming problem, and, by CPLEX solver, the optimal solution (x , ) and the lower bound B = c T x + are calculated.
Step 3. Check whether ( B − B ) ≤ is satisfied or not. If it is satisfied, terminate the loop, return the result x , and add x to min z∈Ω (x) b T z to obtain z . Otherwise, let = + 1, and go to Step 1.
In addition, [21] proposes a combination of Benders cutting planes to substitute (39); that is, when the Benders subproblem has infeasibility solution, the Benders master problem adds the following integer cutting plane:
The purpose of (41) is to obtain the solution of the Benders subproblem by changing the value x .
Case Studies and Simulation Results Analysis
Modified IEEE 26-Generator Reliability Test System.
A modified IEEE 26-generator reliability test system is adopted in this paper to verify the effectiveness of the proposed model. In this system, there are 26 thermal generators with a total capacity of 3105 MW. The capacity limits of transmission lines, the ramp rates, cost coefficients, and minimum up-and down-time of generators are obtained from [22] . One wind farm is added at bus 14. Its capacity is set at 600 MW. To illustrate the effect of wind power spillage on the determination of SR requirements, Table 1 lists the forecast load and predicted power output interval of wind farm used for testing. It can be observed from the table that the wind power output and load are negatively correlated. In addition, during periods 7∼8, the capacity limits of transmission lines between bus 14 and bus 11 and bus 14 and bus 16 are changed to 100 MW from 500 MW. The unit penalty cost of wind power spillage = 10 $/(MW⋅h). The minimum up-and down-spinning reserve requirements are set at 400 MW.
The initialization of each parameter is described as follows: determine the feasible solution x 0 considering that each generator is operational during each period; upper bound B = +∞ and lower bound B = −∞; convergence tolerance = 0.005.
Effectiveness Analysis of Solution Strategy Based on BD.
The mixed integer linear programming model of the proposed master problem and linear programming model of the proposed subproblem is solved using a commercial solver CPLEX 12.5 under MATLAB environment. The solution result of the subproblem can be checked according to the exit flag value of the solution function in MATLAB. When the duality gap tolerance for CPLEX solver is set at 0.01%, the computation time is about 8.6 s on a 2.4-GHz Windowsbased workstation with 4 GB of RAM.
To illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed two-stage iterative solution method based on BD, the results of the test system are given in Table 2 . From the variation of the upper and lower bounds in this table, it can be observed that the total iteration number is 4, and the other iterations obtain the poles besides the polar direction obtained in the second iteration. In the iterative process, the upper and lower bounds of the objective function value (1) of the original complex problems are constantly revised; that is, the upper bound is decreasing, the lower bound is increasing, and the optimal value of the original problem is finally approached. Figure 2 . From this figure, it can be observed that, during periods 7 and 8, the capacity limits of transmission lines between buses 14 and 11 and buses 14 and 16 are all 100 MW, and the insufficient transmission line capacity makes the allowable wind power output interval less than the predicted wind power output interval in the proposed model. Meanwhile, the traditional robust UC model cannot satisfy the transmission flow constraints and it has no solution.
Comparison of Proposed Model and Traditional
Analysis of the Impacts of Wind Power Spillage on the
Economy Improvement. The capacity limits of transmission lines between buses 14 and 11 and buses 14 and 16 are altered to 500 MW to eliminate the influence of transmission flow constraints. Table 3 compares different costs (fuel cost, startup and shut-down cost, spinning reserve cost, penalty cost of wind power spillage, and total cost) between the proposed model and the conventional robust UC model. Figures 3, 4 , and 5 compare the upper and lower bounds of the wind power output interval, the operational schedules of conventional generators, and the up-and down-spinning reserve between the two models, respectively. From these figures, when the system load level is low and the wind power output is high during periods 1-6, 15, 18, and 24, since the conventional generators have insufficient downward adjustment capacity, the proposed model reduces the allowable wind power output interval to ensure the system security constraints can be satisfied within the allowable interval, while the conventional robust UC model has to stop the generators 22 and 23 to meet the system dynamic adjustment requirements.
It can be seen from Table 3 that although the proposed model considers the wind power spillage and increases the penalty cost of wind power spillage 4040.80 $, the start-up and shut-down cost of conventional generators reduce to 246.10 $, the wind power output remains unchanged, and the inexpensive generators 22 and 23 are running so that the fuel cost of conventional generators decreases to 1476.82 $. In addition, the uncertain interval of wind power output reduces and the spinning reserve cost of wind power requirements will reduce to 3380.34 $, which makes the total cost reduce to 1062.46 $, and the reduced proportion of the total cost is about 0.15%.
Conclusion
The existing robust UC models pay more attention to the adjustment of conservativeness of the upper and lower bounds of uncertainty in each period and have a premise that wind power generation is treated as a nondispatchable resource and can be completely accommodated. In order to accurately analyze the impacts of wind power accommodation on on/off schedules and spinning reserve requirements of conventional generators and consider the transmission capacity limits, this paper establishes a novel double-level robust SCUC model with optimizable interval of uncertain wind power output to determine the optimal wind power accommodation interval by treating the boundaries of wind power prediction interval as the optimizable decision variables and not merely uncertain parameters. In addition, a two-stage iterative solution method based on BD is also presented to solve the proposed double-level model which is difficult to be solved because of the invalid dual transform in solution process caused by the coupling relation between the discrete and continuous variables.
Simulation studies on a modified IEEE 26-generator reliability test system connected to a wind farm are conducted to verify the effectiveness and advantages of the proposed model and solution method. And from the results of simulation studies, in cases where load and high penetration wind power are negatively correlated, this model can curtail wind power to maximize the overall economic efficiency of system operation, so that the optimal economic value of wind power and on/off schedules of conventional generators as well as spinning reserve requirements of systems is achieved.
However, robust optimization decisions are inevitably conservative to ensure security in the worst-case scenarios at the expense of the economy of systems operation. System operators typically prefer to make a tradeoff between robustness and economy to achieve a desired level of security. Therefore, it is important to investigate methods of reducing the conservativeness in the proposed double-level robust interval SCUC model. An adjustable confidence level can be introduced into the proposed robust optimization model to achieve the tradeoff between economy and security. And then the relationship between the confidence level and the uncertainty of wind power output is obtained, which is treated as the basis of adjusting the wind power prediction interval to reduce its conservativeness. These aspects will be further investigated in our subsequent researches.
